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Paul A. Lelekis provides a trio of titillating tricks for close-up or cabaret. The
bonus effect was contributed by the amazing Scottish performer, Ronnie Wood -
this effect will blow your spectators away!

All three effects are explained in full with photographs and videos for ease of
learning.

Wait until you see The Ultimate Poker Demo! It is IMPROMPTU and you can
use a borrowed deck - watch the look on your spectators' faces!

This routine will become your absolute favorite! These wonderful effects are for
magicians who not only want to "up" their game, but also provide their spectators
with some magic that has a strong "gambling theme"!

Wait until you see the two videos provided for false dealing... something you will
RARELY ever see, for any real instruction!

(Two of these effects are completely impromptu and the third has only a minimal
set up.)

1)The Ultimate Poker Demo! This 8-minute routine is a fantastic closer - or if
someone hands you a deck of cards for you to do a trick, you will "FRY" their
brains with this spectacular IMPROMPTU routine!

This routine will require a little bit of work... but I GUARANTEE your spectators
will be absolutely fried!

Paul teaches how to adapt the many included revelations to your own skill level -
but whatever that might be, this routine will make you appear to be a master of
the pasteboards in the eyes of your spectators! Guaranteed!

The Ultimate Poker Demo is a whirlwind of effects that "teaches" your
spectators how to deal seconds, bottoms and centers - then you deal yourself the
four Aces... and THEN, deal another round, giving your shill a Royal Flush in
Spades! And, 'No!'... there are no secret partners or "shills" used!
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Learn from Paul's experience as a professional underground gambler.

2) INSIDE-OUT ACES is Paul's terrific take on classic routines by Nate Leipzig
and Dr. Jacob Daley. This routine will make everyone's mouths hang open... then
they are hit right between the eyes with an impossible finish!

The included patter is very clever and works beautifully for the final, easy-to-do
final revelation... this routine is actually FUN to perform!

BONUS!

3) Another Card to Wallet is an amazing, seemingly impossible Card to Wallet
with quite a stream of effects by my good friend, Scottish magician, Ronnie
Wood! This is another excellent closer! You will love this superbly constructed
routine!

Download this eBook and video combination, and start learning!
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